Salt is a secure communications solution that provides the best armour available to protect and secure information when communicating on mobile and desktop devices. As a proven safe haven network it provides the highest security available for organisations across the globe.

Mobile communications present major privacy challenges for many different industries. Internal communications, client communications and conversations in relation to real time incidents are just a few examples of mobile communications that have been intercepted and used to the perpetrator’s advantage. A single security breach could result in irreparable reputational damage.

The trend away from traditional face to face meetings with clients towards real-time messaging applications like WhatsApp and Zoom, risks highly sensitive information being shared on a less secure open platform. There are many media reports of security breaches on consumer-oriented platforms such as the recent Pegasus based attacks.

If you fear a hack by malign actors who may be motivated by political, economic, personal, or ethical reasons, then it is essential to protect the internal and external communications of the organisation from attack and exploitation.

Salt uses best in class, multi-layered encryption technologies and runs within a dedicated network which is out of reach of bad actors. Salt is built on a secure technology platform which is rigorously and routinely verified by independent parties. We have a worldwide customer base including Governments, Defense forces, Financial Institutions, global enterprises and some of the world’s largest law firms.

Salt is intuitive and extremely easy to use. It operates as a dedicated app with no need for additional hardware, seamlessly integrating into the user’s own device and conforms to normal mobile use. It has been carefully designed to be a compliment to your users, protecting their communications with usability also at the forefront.

Through a dedicated Management Portal, Salt allows you to create closed, private communication groups between you, your colleagues, and your clients. No uninvited users can contact you via Salt. No uninvited users can attack or hack you via Salt. You have control and can be seen to protect your mobile communications.
Some clients require full control of their own system, deploying Salt within their core data centers behind their own firewalls. However, some clients want to deploy Salt outside of their own infrastructure to ensure that if their infrastructure is attacked they have a secure communications platform immediately available to all senior executives. This is often deployed in a secondary environment or private cloud away from core systems. This is what Salt Communications refers to as a ‘Safe Haven Network’.

This ‘Safe Haven Network’ will be deployed by the Salt technical team and then controlled by the customer Technical or Security team from day-to-day. Maintenance is very lightweight as it is not tightly integrated with other systems and is seen as a fully independent system.

It can be deployed in a trusted environment anywhere in the world within 24 hours. The customer technical team or security team will invite Salt to upgrade the system before locking them out again after the system has been upgraded.

**MAJOR BENEFITS**

- Speed of deployment. Can be available within 24 hours without significant internal effort.
- A truly distinct safe haven network which is available even if all other customer systems are unavailable.

**CORE FUNCTIONALITY**

- 1:1 and group messaging/calls to ensure crisis communications remain secure and private.
- Message broadcasting functions to publish live alerts to internal users. These settings can override do not disturb and silent settings on users’ devices.
- Broadcast channels can be configured to ensure information is being sent to trusted groups of users.
- API integrations for managing crisis and integrating external bots.
- With the Salt system, organisations have full control and assurance that all users on the platform are trusted internal contacts.
- In a time of crisis, Salt ensures security remains paramount in the most critical situations.